Category I/Academic Program Review Assignments

Category I Proposals

- Rename Women Studies Department to Women, Gender, and Sexuality Studies
  #84962 ~ Reviewers: Robert Iltis and Ben Tribelhorn

- MS, PhD in Comparative Health Sciences – New Degree Program Proposal
  #84096 ~ Reviewers: Alix Gitelman and Daniel Stroud

- MA/MS in Communication – New Degree Program Proposal
  #82032 ~ Reviewers: ** need two **

- MFA in Low-residency Creative Writing Cascades – New MOU Proposal
  #83436 ~ Reviewers: ** need two **

Academic Program Reviews

- Math Academic Program Review (February 17-18, 2013)
  Reviewer: ** need one **

Notes:
To view the Category I proposals, access https://secure.oregonstate.edu/ap/cps/proposals and insert the proposal number in the ‘Proposal ID’ box, click ‘Search’ below the boxes and the proposal title and link will appear below the ‘Search’ and ‘Reset’ boxes; click on the proposal title to access the proposal.
If one clicks on the ‘Show All Reviews’, the status of the proposal may be viewed.